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Abstract

The relationship between the popularity of the first name Katlin and the viral sensation of the 'slaps roof of
car' meme has been a topic of much speculation and curiosity. In this study, we conducted a 
comprehensive analysis using data from the US Social Security Administration and Google Trends to 
assess this seemingly whimsical yet intriguing connection. Our findings revealed a remarkably strong 
correlation coefficient of 0.8997109 and p < 0.01 for the period spanning from 2006 to 2015, suggesting a 
notable association between the two variables. Furthermore, our research team delved into the realms of 
humor, wit, and a fair share of dad jokes to add a lighthearted touch to our investigation. We discovered 
that the frequency of individuals named Katlin is closely intertwined with the popularity of the 'slaps roof of
car' meme, pointing to a potentially amusing and unexpected influence on cultural phenomena. As we 
continue to contemplate the humorous nuances of our findings, we also recognize the importance of 
critically analyzing fun and quirky societal trends with scholarly rigor. Thus, this study sheds light on the 
captivatingly comedic correlation between a name and a meme, leaving us pondering the enduring 
question: "What do you call a car with a broken suspension? A 'de-spring'able!

Copyleft 2024 Institute of Global Studies.  No rights reserved.

1. Introduction

As the world of memes continues to expand
and evolve, encompassing everything from
classic  vines to trending TikTok dances,  it
becomes  increasingly  evident  that  memes

have  a  knack  for  permeating  various
aspects  of  society,  including  language,
humor,  and even nomenclature.  One such
meme that has captivated the internet is the
'slaps roof of car' phenomenon, which has
not only garnered widespread attention but
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has  also  become  a  familiar  reference  in
popular culture. It has left us wondering: just
how  does  a  mere  gesture  towards  an
automobile's  roof  manage  to  snag  the
spotlight  in  the  digital  realm? Well,  buckle
up, because we are about to embark on a
memorable  journey  filled  with  puns,
correlations, and some serious "dad humor."

While the name Katlin may seem an unlikely
companion  to  the  viral  sway  of  the  'slaps
roof of car' meme, our curiosity was piqued
when  we  observed  a  peculiar  pattern
emerging  from  our  data  analysis.  It  was
almost  as  if  the  two  were  engaged  in  a
playful  game  of  tag,  each  seeking  to
outshine the other in the realms of internet
notoriety.  Speaking  of  notoriety,  did  you
hear about  the car that  went  viral? It  was
"traveling in the fast lane" on the internet!

In  the  pursuit  of  unraveling  the  enigmatic
link  between  the  popularity  of  the  name
Katlin and the rampant spread of the 'slaps
roof  of  car'  meme,  our  study  sought  to
combine an analytical lens with a sense of
whimsy.  After  all,  what  better  way  to
approach an investigation that combines the
gravitas  of  social  trends  with  an
acknowledgment of their absurdity than with
a sprinkle of laughter? It's like attempting to
fit an entire extended family into a compact
car – a lighthearted challenge with a dash of
chaos.

So,  join  us  as  we  rev  the engines  of  our
statistical  engines  and  accelerate  into  the
realm of quirky discoveries. This study aims
not just to illustrate the correlation between
a  name  and  a  meme,  but  also  to
demonstrate the potential impact of internet
culture  on  linguistic  and  societal
phenomena. As we delve into the depths of
data  interpretation,  statistical  significance,
and memetic influence, we cannot help but
ponder:  "Why  don't  cars  like  to  play
football?  Because  they  only  like  to  'car'ry
the ball!"

As  we delve  deeper  into  our  findings,  we
hope  to  steer  the  discourse  toward  a
realization  that,  while  seemingly  severed
from  reality,  internet  memes  and  cultural
phenomena  can,  in  fact,  leave  a  lasting
imprint,  perhaps  even  influencing  the
nomenclature  of  generations  to  come.  It's
like discovering a hidden compartment in a
car – unexpected and yet surprisingly full of
intriguing possibilities.

2. Literature Review

The relationship between the popularity  of
the first name Katlin and the viral sensation
of the 'slaps roof of car' meme has elicited
both scholarly scrutiny and internet curiosity.
Smith  et  al.  (2018)  proposed  the  initial
exploration  into  the  influence  of  internet
phenomena  on  naming  trends,  sparking
further  inquiries  into  the  underlying
connections  between  cultural  expressions
and  nomenclature.  Our  investigation
diverges  from  previous  research  by
incorporating  an  eclectic  amalgamation  of
statistical analyses, linguistics, and a touch
of  whimsy  to  unravel  this  curious
correlation.

In  "The  Influence  of  Internet  Culture  on
Linguistic  Phenomena,"  Doe  and  Johnson
(2017)  assert  that  memes,  as  cultural
artifacts, possess the potential to permeate
various  spheres,  from  language  usage  to
naming conventions. This assertion sets the
stage  for  our  inquiry  into  the  enigmatic
intersection of an individual's nomenclature
and the dissemination of a popular internet
joke. It's like trying to keep a straight face
while witnessing a car salesman 'pump up'
a vehicle for sale.

Building  upon  the  foundational  work  of
Jones and Garcia (2014), who explored the
impact  of  internet  memes  on  societal
lexicon,  our  study  extends  the  scope  to
investigate the unsuspected nexus between
the first name Katlin and the 'slaps roof of
car'  phenomenon.  This  unconventional
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pairing prompts contemplation regarding the
reciprocal influence between digital  culture
and personal  nomenclature.  This  research
journey is akin to navigating through a car
lot littered with unexpected surprises – you
never know when you might stumble upon a
"wheel" of fortune.

In  "Meme  Magic:  Unraveling  Internet
Phenomena,"  Anderson  (2019)  contends
that  memes  possess  a  certain  fluidity,
pervading  collective  consciousness  and
influencing social behaviors. This assertion
mirrors our own findings,  which indicate a
similarly  fluid  correlation  between  the
frequency of  individuals  named Katlin  and
the  ascendancy  of  the  'slaps  roof  of  car'
meme  in  internet  culture.  It's  like
discovering an unexpected feature in a car
–  a  hidden  cup  holder  where  one  least
expects it.

On a more light-hearted note,  the fictional
works "Car-named Desire" by Stella Street
and "The Great Gatsby: Car Edition" by F.
Scott Fitzgerald, though not directly related
to  our  research,  offer  unique perspectives
on the intersection of automotive references
and  cultural  phenomena.  It's  like  driving
through a literary landscape, coming across
unexpected twists and turns in the form of
puns and references.

In  the  realm  of  internet  culture,  the
"Distracted  Boyfriend"  meme  serves  as  a
humorous analogy to our study, illustrating
how  seemingly  unrelated  elements  can
converge in  unexpected ways to generate
widespread  recognition.  Similarly,  the
"Woman Yelling at Cat" meme embodies the
unforeseen  resonance  and  enduring
popularity  of  seemingly  trivial  visual
expressions  –  much  like  the  unlikely
twinning of the name Katlin and the 'slaps
roof of car' meme.

In summary, our investigation encapsulates
the  playfulness  of  far-reaching  internet
influence  and  the  unexpected  parallels  it
draws  between  the  popularity  of  a  name

and  the  exuberant  spread  of  a  meme.
These  findings  propel  us  into  a
contemplative  whirlwind  of  absurd  yet
delightful  discovery,  prompting  us  to
challenge conventional wisdom with a touch
of irreverent humor. After all, what's a car's
favorite TV show? "Wheel of Fortune" – it's
a real 'tire'-r!

3. Our approach & methods

To untangle the playful web of correlations
between the first name Katlin and the 'slaps
roof of car' meme, we embarked on a data-
driven journey filled with wit  and statistical
rigor. Our research team acquired data from
various  sources,  including  the  US  Social
Security Administration records and Google
Trends,  spanning the years 2006 to 2015.
We  were  determined  to  leave  no  stone
unturned  in  our  quest  to  decipher  the
whimsical connection between a name and
a meme.

Like carefully examining the interior of a car
before making a purchase,  our  initial  step
involved  scrutinizing  the  popularity  of  the
first name Katlin. We navigated through the
annals  of  the  US  Social  Security
Administration's  database,  meticulously
sifting through the frequency distribution of
the  name  across  different  years.  Our
approach  was  akin  to  panning  for  gold  –
seeking to uncover any glimmer of statistical
significance that could illuminate the path to
understanding  the  peculiar  interplay
between nomenclature and internet culture.

As we delved into the numerical jungle, we
utilized  advanced  statistical  methods  to
measure  the  temporal  popularity  of  the
name Katlin.  We navigated the peaks and
troughs of its occurrence, reminiscent of a
rollercoaster ride through the fluctuations of
cultural trends. Our data wrangling was so
thorough, we felt like we were taming a wild
stallion,  albeit  in the form of  numbers and
percentages. However, what do you call  a
car with a mind of its own? Auto-nomous!
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In  parallel,  we  harnessed  the  power  of
Google Trends, serving as our compass in
the  uncharted  territory  of  memes.  We
carefully tracked the ascension and descent
of  the  'slaps  roof  of  car'  meme,  akin  to
monitoring the rise and fall of digital waves.
The digital landscape, much like a bustling
freeway, offered glimpses into the ebb and
flow  of  viral  sensations,  allowing  us  to
identify  pivotal  moments  in  the  meme's
trajectory.

Utilizing  a  myriad  of  tracking  tools,  we
charted the meme's influence across time,
envisioning  ourselves  as  digital
cartographers  navigating  the  unexplored
territory of internet phenomena. It was as if
we were interpreting the roadmap of cultural
zeitgeist,  all  while  maintaining  a  sense  of
humor  as  lighthearted  as  a  car's  carbon
footprint – minimal!

Once the data were in hand, we employed
sophisticated statistical  analyses,  including
Pearson  correlation  coefficients  and  time
series  models,  to  unveil  the  connections
between the popularity of  the name Katlin
and  the  'slaps  roof  of  car'  meme.  The
numbers danced before our eyes, revealing
a tango of statistical significance that spoke
volumes  about  the  peculiar  relationship
between  a  name  and  a  meme.  The
precision of  our  statistical  dances made it
seem like we were performing the statistical
equivalent of 'the robot' – precision in every
step!

Subsequently,  we  conducted  multivariate
analyses to control for potential confounding
factors, ensuring that our findings were as
robust  as  a  well-built  car.  In  essence,  we
methodically  dismantled  any  lurking
shadows  of  doubt,  leaving  no  stone
unturned in our pursuit of understanding the
curious interplay between nomenclature and
internet humor.

Following  our  rigorous  analyses,  the
statistical  evidence  emerged  like  a  well-
tuned car engine – purring with significance

and resonance. The data painted a picture
of an unexpected yet compelling association
between the name Katlin and the 'slaps roof
of car' meme. It was a moment of revelation
akin to uncovering an inside joke within a
close-knit  friend  group  –  unexpected  yet
undeniably present.

4. Results

The  statistical  analysis  of  the  relationship
between  the  popularity  of  the  first  name
Katlin  and  the  'slaps  roof  of  car'  meme
revealed  a  remarkably  strong  correlation
coefficient of 0.8997109, with an r-squared
value of 0.8094797 for the time period from
2006  to  2015.  This  high  correlation
coefficient  indicates  a  substantial
association  between  the  two  variables,
suggesting  a  curious  juxtaposition  of  a
seemingly  arbitrary  first  name with  a  viral
internet  sensation.  It's  like  finding a spare
tire  in  the  trunk  of  a  meme-filled  car  –
unexpectedly fitting,  yet undeniably part  of
the journey.

The  scatterplot  (Fig.  1)  provides  a  visual
representation  of  the  robust  correlation
between  the  popularity  of  the  first  name
Katlin and the 'slaps roof of car' meme. The
data  points  align  with  precision,  akin  to  a
well-tuned  engine propelling  us  forward in
our  quest  to  unravel  the  mysteries  of
internet  culture.  It's  almost  as  if  the
scatterplot  is  saying,  "I'm  'tired'  of  trends,
can we just 'wheel'y move on already?"

Upon closer  examination,  the  findings  not
only  support  the existence of  a significant
relationship between the two variables but
also  showcase  a  noteworthy  influence  of
internet memes on societal trends, including
the naming conventions. It's as if the 'slaps
roof of car' meme said to the name Katlin,
"You  drive  me  crazy!"  and  the  name
responded,  "You're  just  a  'chassis'ng  after
me!"
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Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

This unexpected tie between a name and a
meme  presents  an  intriguing  avenue  for
further  exploration  into  the  interplay  of
online  cultural  phenomena  and  linguistic
conventions.  While  the  correlation  may
seem  as  unlikely  as  a  car  with  square
wheels,  our  research  emphasizes  the
importance of  not  overlooking the peculiar
ways in  which internet  memes can shape
and influence societal trends. After all, who
knew  that  a  simple  internet  meme  could
have such an impact on the naming fads of
an entire generation? It's almost like finding
a  hidden  cupholder  in  a  car  –  an
unexpected  discovery  that  changes  the
experience altogether.

In conclusion, our study not only confirms a
substantial  correlation  between  the
popularity  of  the first  name Katlin  and the
'slaps roof of car' meme but also highlights
the enthralling influence of  internet  culture
on linguistic  and societal  trends.  It  seems
that  the  interplay  between  a  name  and  a
meme  is  not  just  a  passing  fad  but  a
phenomenon  worthy  of  scholarly
exploration. We hope our findings inspire a
reevaluation of everyday cultural influences,
reminding  us  that  behind  every  humorous
meme  lies  a  world  of  unexpected
correlations.  So,  whenever  you  hear  the
'slaps roof of car' meme, remember it's not
just a gesture – it's a reflection of the quirky
intricacies  that  shape  our  linguistic  and
societal  landscapes.  And remember,  when
you can't find your car keys, it's not because

they're  lost  -  they  just  wanted to 'vent'ure
out on a drive!

5. Discussion

The  results  of  our  investigation
unmistakably  affirm  the  previously
conjectured link  between  the  popularity  of
the first name Katlin and the 'slaps roof of
car'  meme. The findings align closely  with
the foundational work of Jones and Garcia
(2014), who initially suggested the potential
impact  of  internet  memes  on  societal
lexicon. Such connection seems as solid as
a  well-constructed  car  chassis  –  a
testament to the unsuspected ways in which
internet  culture  intertwines  with  personal
nomenclature.

Our  data  revealed  the  existence  of  a
remarkably  strong  correlation  coefficient,
akin  to  the  reliability  of  a  trusty  old  car,
supporting the notable association between
the  frequency  of  individuals  named  Katlin
and the rise of the 'slaps roof of car' meme.
It's  like  discovering  a  hybrid  car  that
combines two seemingly disparate elements
into  an  unexpectedly  cohesive  whole  –  a
fusion of humor and nomenclature.

This  investigation  also  amplifies  the
perspectives  offered  in  "Meme  Magic:
Unraveling  Internet  Phenomena"  by
Anderson  (2019),  who  pointed  to  the
permeating  influence  of  memes  on  social
behaviors. Similarly, our study underscores
the  subtle  yet  substantial  impact  of  the
'slaps  roof  of  car'  meme  on  naming
conventions, thereby reinforcing the notion
that internet culture possesses the capacity
to  transcend  digital  realms  and  influence
linguistic  and societal  phenomena. It's  like
experiencing  the thrill  of  acceleration  in  a
meme-fueled  car  –  an  unexpected  yet
exhilarating  journey  into  the  realms  of
cultural influence.

Our  findings  draw  attention  to  the
captivatingly  comedic  correlation  between
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the first name Katlin and the 'slaps roof of
car'  phenomenon.  The  statistically
significant  association  reaffirms  the
delightful  influence  of  internet  culture  on
linguistic  and  societal  trends,  challenging
conventional  wisdom  with  a  touch  of
irreverent humor. It's as if the 'slaps roof of
car' meme and the name Katlin engaged in
a  pun-filled  conversation,  establishing  a
parallel as sturdy as a well-built car frame –
a revelation that transcends the confines of
arbitrary nomenclature and internet humor.

In light of our results,  we are prompted to
reconsider  the  interplay  of  online  cultural
phenomena  and  linguistic  conventions,
recognizing  the  enduring  impact  of
seemingly  whimsical  memes  on  societal
trends. The correlation between a name and
a meme demonstrates the unexpected ways
in  which  cultural  expressions  permeate
various spheres, much like a gleaming car
speeding through uncharted territories. The
whimsical nexus between the frequency of
individuals  named  Katlin  and  the
ascendancy of the 'slaps roof of car' meme
inspires a reevaluation of everyday cultural
influences,  challenging  us  to  embrace  the
quirks  and  intricacies  that  shape  our
linguistic and societal landscapes. After all,
what do you call a mechanic who loses their
job? A 'wrench' in the plans - a reminder that
unexpected correlations  can transform the
trajectory  of  exploration  and  discovery  in
scholarly pursuits.

6. Conclusion

In  conclusion,  our  study  has  firmly
established a remarkably strong correlation
between  the  popularity  of  the  first  name
Katlin  and  the  'slaps  roof  of  car'  meme,
highlighting the intriguing interplay between
seemingly  unrelated  phenomena.  This
connection,  akin  to  a  well-oiled  pun,
emphasizes  the  substantial  impact  of
internet  culture  on  linguistic  and  societal
trends. It's as if the 'slaps roof of car' meme

and the name Katlin shared a synchronized
dance, much like a perfectly choreographed
car  commercial  –  an  unexpected  yet
captivating performance.

The  findings  of  this  study  not  only
underscore  the  profound  influence  of
internet memes on societal trends, but also
encourage a  lighthearted contemplation  of
the  whimsical  connections  that  permeate
our  cultural  landscape.  This  correlation,
much like the right turn signal on a meme-
filled highway, signals an unexpected twist
in  the  exploration  of  linguistic  conventions
and online phenomena.

As we reflect on the unexpected correlation
between  a  name  and  a  meme,  we  are
reminded  of  the  enduring  influence  of
internet  culture  on our  everyday  lives.  It's
like driving a convertible through a carwash
–  an  experience  filled  with  both  the
expected  and  the  unexpected,  leaving  us
pleasantly  drenched  in  awe  and
amusement.

And  with  that,  we  assert  that  no  further
research  is  needed  in  this  area;  the
correlation  has  been  confirmed,  the  puns
have been sprinkled, and the 'slaps roof of
car' meme will continue to drive through the
lanes of our cultural consciousness. So next
time you see a car commercial, remember –
it's not just about the vehicle; it's about the
unexpected and humorous connections that
drive us forward.

And remember, why don't cars like to play
football?  Because  they  only  like  to  'car'ry
the ball!
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